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The Virginia State Department of Education has sponsored and 
encouraged professional growth fey providing for in*service training of 
visiting teachers* The Tlslting Teacher In Virginia1 s Program of Education 
has teen a useful guide in this study*
Research and reports on visiting, teacher and school social work have 
been helpful In establishing criteria for the ©valuation of the program 
under consideration*
In lorfolk County, the visiting teacher program is considered as an 
integral part of the total school program as indicated In the Teachers* 
Handbook and School Directory* Special recognition should he given to 
Miss Grace M, Smith, Supervising Visiting teacher in Norfolk County Schools, 
for her leadership in the in-service training program, and her continued 
interest and encouragement to those of us who work with her In carrying on 
the visiting teacher program*
I am deeply indebted to my committee at William and Mary College, 
and tako this opportunity to express my appreciation to Dr* Georg© I* Oliver, 
chairman of my committee, Mr* George Myers, and Dr* Howard E. Holland for 
their patient guidance and helpful suggestions in developing, writing, and 
editing this projectj and to Mrs* Josephine B. Clark for a beautiful Job of 
typing*
I am also indebted to iay husband, I* 1# nGomn Story for understand­
ing, encouragement, and sacrifice which enabled me to pursue the course 
toward further education and better qualification for professional service.
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CHAPTER I
XWRKfflQOmX, PROBLEM, OEPXWITIOI OF fSilS,
a® plah m stmt
I. IHTIOOCCTTOI
Modern education, with it® emphasis upon democracy, require® that 
all children b© given equal opportunity t® develop the boat that 1® within 
the® for adequate p*rb£olp&ti<m in wholcacogftc aaA useful life* Development 
and growth of children who m m  individually different in their abilities 
and rate© of learning a® wall as in their adjustments, to social situations 
am  major problem® of tbs public schools*
School official® attempt to asst tboir responsibility to children 
by employing personnel «ho have qualifications in personality and training 
to understand the child and help hi® in hi® effort to- mat® satisfying, m m  
of tha opportunities the. school ha® to offer*. Among the specialists 
employed for helping teacher® and children are the following$ supervisors, 
nurses, psychologists, guidance -director®, and visiting- teachers*
ii* ? « a
Statement of the problem* The purpose of this study is to 
evaluate the visiting teacher program in ten schools in lorfolk County, 
Virginia, in light of selected criteria*
Scope and limitations* The Study is limited to selected aspect® 
of the visiting teacher program in ten schools during the year 195®-51*
2the group include* two Junior high eeh©els, ©a© ooiablmtion elementary and 
high school, and s $ m  elementary schools.
glgniflc&sto© of the study# the worth of any program is recognised 
through evideo*** of growth or changed attitudes and behaviors of indi­
viduals whom the program purports to served hhile the visiting teacher 
program, a comparatively new service, is considered an integral part of the 
total school program, there is still need for further study and interpret 
tation of its policies and services if it is to serve Its real purpose*
llany new- members who are added to the teaching staff each year have 
little idea how to us© the services of specialists employed to help them 
in working with children.
In realisation of the need for (1) improvement in understanding the 
Job of the visiting teacher, and (2) competence in interpreting the program, 
this study is undertaken for the purpose of appraising the existing visiting 
teacher program* the study should point out strengths and weaknesses and 
aid in dote,mining next steps or modifications for improving the service*
hi. m n m t w ®  of i i w
VIaItlag teacher* fh© visiting teacher is a school social worker 
whoso job is to give help to a child, a parent, teacher, and other school 
personnel who are concerned with problems which are centered in school
“  ^ "H'l^ s'tate^ Department of Education, hooking at Our Elementary School,
Richmond} 191$, p. 11-16. “ ------------   ~ ~----
3experience* affecting the child* a adjustment to the program* This defini­
tion is supported by the following quotations i
(1) fhe visiting teacher is the member of the school staff who 
works with, the home, the school, and the community in making ad­
justments for and with the child who is having difficulty in 
profiting from school experience or who is showing early symptoms 
of maladjustment.2
(2) . . * visiting teacher is first of ail a TSACHB& with a 
teacher1® training and experience, but a teacher trained in social 
case work methods, procedures, and techniques . * * a person whose 
job Is to work with unadjusted children*5
Criteria, the criteria, or standards of measurement, are based upon 
purposes of the visiting- teacher program in relation to the total school 
program* the criteria for this evaluation have been selected from local 
purposes and validated by references to- authorities in the field.
Supervisory staff* the supervisory staff referred to in this study 
includes-t (1) director of instruction, (2) .general supervisor, {3} ele­
mentary supervisors, (k) special supervisors, {$) psychologists, (6) nurses, 
and (?) visiting teachers.
IV* FSAI OF STWY
fhe second chapter includes: (I) a brief history of the development 
of the visiting teacher pro-gram, (2) the selection and validation of 
criteria in relation to aspects selected for study and evaluation.
' ““ ^Commonwealth of Virginia, State Board of Education, the Visiting
Teacher in Virginia* s Program of Education, Richmond! SeptemSer, "Tl§1,i§,1" 
WTT'S, pew^*w—
3 Louis D. Robert, "Three Aspects of the Work of the Visiting Teacher”,
The Bulletin of the National Association of School Social Workers, dune, I9k7»
— *   * -
kChapter three includes a description of the program with m f m m m  
to ooXootod aspects hod the data given in tobies* and a description of cat® 
work and activities of the viaitlog teacher*
$h# fourth chapter deals with the application of criteria developed 
im Chapter two*
the fifth and final chapter includes eonoltieloa® and reowo&esd&tieiM*
CHAPTER 11
HISTORICAL D B m o m H T *  SELECTION OF ASPECTS, ARC SELECTION 
ABO VALIDATION OF CRITERIA TO BE tiSKD IN EVALUATION OF A 
VISITINC TEACHER PROGRAM
X, HISTORICAL DEVELOFMr
The visiting teacher movement originated in I9O6 and 1907 in Boston, 
New fork City* and Hartford, Connecticut.1 The movement was sponsored by
. (Js
community organisations in response to the recognised need for?school and 
community to work together in the educational and social development of 
children as a means of preventing Juvenile delinquency*
During the 1920* s a countrywide visiting teaoher demonstration was 
supervised and financed by the Commonwealth Fund.^ By March, 1923, the 
National Committee on Visiting Teachers placed workers in thirty communities 
with the provision that each community would share in the salary and would 
take over the sponsorship at the end of the demonstration period* In 1930 
the demonstration was completed with 214*, social workers (visiting teachers) 
engaged in communities representing 31 states.
At the same time, in Philadelphia, the White Williams- Foundation 
was making a contribution by the development of philosophy and standards, 
and providing training for visiting teachers*.
^lalfer S. Monroe (editor), Encyclopedia of Education, Revised 
Edition, New fork? The MacMillan Go *,' 195$# P* W J F
^ J. J. Gppeaheimer, The Visiting Teacher Movement, New Yorkj 
Joint Committee on Methods oFTrevehtiSg Juvehile Delihquenoy, 1925, pp. 1-12*
6Research resulting from the Commonwealth Fund project contributed 
widely toward the philosophy and services of the visiting heather program 
a® it it functioning today.
the Ctener&l Assembly of Virginia,3 in a special session in 1945 
adopted a program for statewide visiting teacher services* Rorfolk County 
was one of the 02 counties recognising need for visiting teacher services* 
and. adopting the visiting teacher program is the school system.
Due to the influx of defense workers and service personnel during 
World War II* and the return of veterans who established homes in the area*, 
the school enrollment in lor folk County increased from 7*204* in 1940 to. 
17*795 la 1950* Hew communities grenr up to provide housing for- people who 
came from, different 'regions* bringing with them widely divergent cultures* 
attitudes* and habits.
Rapid changes in population gave rise to multiple problems which 
had not been apparent in the smaller and .more stable pre-war communities. 
Norfolk County School System has expanded the school services to meet the 
needs and help 'Children toward satisfactory adjustment.
The visiting teacher program' in Norfolk County began with one full­
time visiting teacher who soon met the state requirements through training 
in social service, the need for- visiting teacher services was felt to 
such an extent that in 1947 cue worker was added on a part-time basis in 
each of the six larger schools* The workers were given in-service training 
in a short workshop course under the leadership of the supervising visit-
Bulletin* Richmond; State Beard of Education* Annual 
Report of^l^iHmCeSenS^oi^lSstruction* 1946* "Plaiting Teacher Program**
p * 21.
7lag teacher. The program has been expanded during the four years and at 
the present time (1931) there are two full-time visiting teachers and four 
workers m  a part-time basis.
II:.. SSLBOTIOS OF ASFBOTS
the philosophy and purpose* of the visiting teacher program, in 
Virginia have beta established, through cooperative efforts of visiting 
teachers and other contributing educators who pooled their information la 
regard to local as well as generally recognised needs. As a result of this 
cooperative work which was carried out under the sponsorship and guidance 
of members of the State Department of Education^a handbook for visiting 
teaotors was produced in 194? and revised in X950*& the handbook serves 
as a guide for the -development and Improvement of programs as they are 
carried out in local divisions as- well as in individual school s.
The handbook deals with areas of' emphasis and with some detailed. 
descriptions of ways of planning and carrying out the visiting teacher 
program in relation to the total school program. the areas of' emphasis 
in this particular study are referred to as selected aspects of the visit* 
lag teacher program* The aspects are selected in relation to their 
application to local needs* For further clarification of the areas 
needing emphasis,, quotations such as the following are used?
Increasingly school divisions are planning the total program 
cooperatively, this is. evidenced through the large number of 
pre-school conferences, in-service study groups and workshops
^~*^TgS3onwoalth of Virginia State Board of Education, the Visiting 
teacher In Virginia*s Program of Education, Revised Edition,"iEcEmoHE« 
SepldSber, '¥936, Wol'* 33,'"'Number J^Vf^ppT
abeing held each year in local divisions. In meet oases rep­
resentatives from each school work with the superintendent 
and his administrative and supervisory staff in looking at the 
problem® of the division a® a whole* Together they work on 
purposes which the total school program should serve* Together 
they decide on areas of emphasis * « • • After an analysis of 
the major problems that 'are evident, groups select one or more 
problems for special study for the year. Once a decision is 
made concerning the problem to be considered on a division- 
wide basis, a plan for working on these problems is developed.
In this type of planning each school staff has had an opportunity 
to state its problem in relation to those of the entire division 
• . • . The visiting teacher is* of course, a member of the 
planning groups *5
Another statement which, in the investigator* s judgment, is basic 
to selection of aspect® for- this study and appraisal includes.!
The philosophy underlying the work of the visiting teacher in 
Virginia recognised the visiting teacher as a member of the school 
staff who participate® in planning the total school program by 
contributing in area® peculiar to M s  work. It follows quite 
naturally that the visiting teacher should participate in the 
evaluation of the effectiveness of the school program by pre- 
seating evidences of progress in these same areas. The objective® 
h# chooses for the year should, be in line with the objectives of 
the school * They may bo in the area of pupil adjustments pupil 
attendancej school, home, and community relationship®s coopera­
tion with other agencies j c osBHun.it y study and other area® of 
professional growth* &
Professional growth of the worker is recognised a® essential to the 
improvement of service® of-the visiting, teacher program. An important 
statement in the handbook. Is as f ollows *
Professional growth, is a change that takes place within the 
individual which makes M m  more competent in carrying out his 
professional responsibilities and gives him greater insight 
into possibilities for further development.?
T I W I I T p. 6. 
6 Ibid., p. 3k»
1 Ibid., p. 31*
9the visiting teacher program* according to the handbook* recognises 
growth4 (I) through work process* (2) through organised activity* and 
(5) through evaluation.
©rawing from the. ■foregoing quotations suggestions of areas of 
emphasis which are applicable to the problems in Borfolk County Schools* 
the investigator cites implications which are submitted in validation of 
the selected aspects* The first implication relates to the visiting 
teacher as a member of the supervisory staff* participating in the over­
all planning and evaluation of ih© total school program by contributing 
in areas peculiar to her work, the second implication relates to the 
visiting teacher* s services to the child, home* school and community.
The third area of emphasis implies the use of community resources, and 
the fourth and last area of emphasis includes provision for professional 
growth through in-service training.
from the preceding quotations plus practical observation, through 
experience and research in the literature in the field of visiting teacher 
and school social work* the investigator selected for this study the 
following aspectsi
1. The visiting teacher* s part in the over-all planning and 
evaluation of the total school program.8
2. The visiting teacher*s services to* (1) the child* (2) the 
home - parents or guardians, (3) the school - teacher* principal and other 
school personnel* and (h) the community.^
' $ Commonwealth of Virginia State Board of Education* The Visiting
Teacher in Virginians Program of Education* Hichmondj September,—  \r*m>jqp* mu iuiuijfn iMWuwiri n m ,’nnidim' mum H-X'f l»l"Wi‘1 ———   --
33, Kumber ft, p. o, 3ft.
9 Ibid. p. 3.
10
3. Tho visiting teacher*s use of resources.^
k* The visiting teacher*s participation in in-service training as 
a means of obtaining professional growth*^
in* selection k m  Y A L x m rio w  o f criteria
The criteria for appraising the visiting to ache r program, therefore, 
are selected in relation to* (1) the visiting teacher’s part in the over­
all planning and evaluation of the total school program, (2) the visiting 
teacher’s services to-the child, the home, the school and the community,
(3) the visiting teacher’s use of resources, and (k) the visiting teacher*s 
participation in the in-service training program*
The criteria are selected from* (1) the program as developed by 
the State Department of Education which is based upon contributions of 
visiting teachers and other educators, (2) recognised needs of the local 
division, and (3) literature in the field of visiting teacher or school 
social work.
Criterion I - The visiting teacher program should include partici­
pation in planning and evaluating of the total school program by 
contributing In areas peculiar to its work.12
Criterion II ~ The visiting teacher program should provide to 
children personnel services which are concerned with prevention as well as 
correction of problems.^
 .... ..'itriHar, p# ?0#
** Ibid*, pp. 31~3i**
12 J2*£v P*
*3 Ibid.. p. 18.
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Criterion III ** the program should 'recognise tho value of and 
foster desirable relations between home, school and community by? (1) 
interpreting the school program and problems to the home, school, and 
community* and (2) interpreting to the sehooi educational forces and 
influences of the homo and eojBBtuaiiy*^
Criterion 1? «•» the visiting teach©r program should render service 
to school personnel by: (1) contributing factual information identifying
causes of difficulty and (2) cooperatively planning and working together 
for the best all-round adjustment of children* Cooperative planning for 
best adjustment of children sometimes requires the visiting teacher to*
(1) recommend changes in classroom situations, (2) recommend changes in 
curriculum, and (3) refer the case (pupil) to other school personnel, 
agencies, or organisations for help*1^
Criterion V * the visiting teacher program, should include effective 
use of all appropriate facilities of the oommunity and coordinate the 
efforts of ail agencies concerned with education and welfare of children.^  
Criterion VX ** The program should provide for professional growth of 
staff members while in service.1?
for validation of Criterion 1, participation in planning and 
evaluating the total school program by contributing in areas peculiar to
m  Stbld., pp. 21-30.
15 Ibid., pp. 22-26.
16 ibid., pp. 26-30,
1? Ibid., pp. 31-31*.
12
the work of the program, further support found in the State handbook,*® 
includes emphasis upon* {1} cooperative planning of purpose©, (2) analysis 
of evident problems, (3) deciding upon areas of emphania, and (h) partici­
pation in the ©valuation of the effectiveness of the school program* by 
presenting evidences of progress in terms of the objectives of the school.
In addition to the documentary- references to The Visiting Teacher 
in Virginia*s Program of Education* lorfolk County adds emphasis to the 
visiting teacher*s part in planning and evaluation through statements 
Included in a handbook developed in the local school division.
ft is the aim of th© supervisory staff to assist principals 
and teachers in planning and carrying out a sound educational 
program in the. county . . .  The supervisory staff will direct 
Its energies toward helping the school develop its program 
rather than attempt to impose a pattern or program that has 
been developed elsewhere . . * This program may be modified 
according to the study and evaluation done by members of the 
school staff.*9
Criterion II emphasises services to children which are concerned 
with prevention as well as correction of problems such as the followings 
(1) problems of attendance * fa) irregular attendance, (b) non-enrollment,
(o) drop-outs* and (d) truants; (2) aggressive anti-social behavior;
(3) shy or withdrawn behaviori (k) unsatisfactory achievement In schoolj 
and (3) others (reasons for referral enumerated la table IT) page 20.
The problems listed above are discussed in the State Handbook^®
■i.Jirjui'tiu’i-n n"r”l?3’m’|j^’<|gl00je^ XOC . Ctfc. , PP. 6-3k*
*9 Norfolk County School Board and N.C.E.A., Teachers* Handbook and 
School Directory* Norfolk, 1930-53., p. 20. *"* ' ~
20 Handbook, op. cit.* pp. ll*-21.
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for visiting teachers and listed ©a the report forms sent monthly to the 
Division Superintendent and to the State Department of Education*
Goodykoontz supports the validity of -Criterion II in her reference 
to the visiting teacher services* Goodykooatz states?
. • . this type of pupil personnel services uses the social 
worker’s case-work techniques plus the teacher’s chiId-develop­
ment point of view and knowledge of school programs* It attempts 
to discover incipient delinquency and bring together all school 
and community resources to prevent it or If delinquent behavior 
has developed, to correct and remedy the situation out of which 
it grew.
Goodykoonte goes further la her emphasis upon services to the child 
by explaining!
through specialised training in social work he (the visiting teacher) 
is prepared to help with many problems in the child’s social and 
emotional environment which Interfere with his school achievement*
He works with the child, his parents, the teacher, other school 
personnel, and with social agencies in attempt to solve the diffi­
culties which prevent the child’s adequate participation in school 
activities*^
the above quotation not only places emphasis upon Criterion II, but 
also serves to support Criterion III*
Criterion III stresses the visiting teacher’s responsibility in 
fostering desirable relations between home, school, and community as:
(1) interpreting the school program and problems to home and community, 
and (2) interpreting outside educational factors and influences to the 
school*3$
1 Bess''Goodykoontz, *How School Services Help to Prevent Juvenile 
Delinquency,* Juvenile Delinquency and the Schools Forty Seventh Yearbook, 
Part I, ChicagorWT pTTirr— ----    * ------- -—  --- -
22 Ibid., p. 111.
23 Criterion selected from She Visiting Teacher in Virginia's
Program of Education, pp. 26-30*
Ik
for further validation of Criterion 111, refarea©# is made to 
Oppenheimer^ la hie report showing result® of a survey mad© by the national 
Association of Visiting teachers, through moans of check lists and inter** 
views with visiting teachers, forty-three criteria were established, 
representing the functions or services of the visiting teachers at that 
time.
Criteria listed by Opponheimer bear relationship to the criteria
selected for this appraisals therefor#, statements are quoted for the
purpose of validating the Criteria selected* In validation of Criterion
III statements from Gppenheimer* s survey are quoted as the followingi
2* Analyse the child1® social environment, home and neighborhood.
6. Interpret the school’s purposes and ideals as well m  meaning 
of school marks to foreign and ignorant parents*
12. Bring to principal and. teacher ail data which will make for 
bettor understanding of the child.
1%. Advise parents, of the community agencies which will aid the® 
in present difficulty.
3k» Report immoral neighborhood Influence to proper organisation.^ 
Criterion I? relates to the visiting teacher’s services to school 
personnel. In the process of identifying causes of difficulties -and 
planning for the best all-round adjustment of children, the visiting 
teacher frequently finds it i® necessary to concentrate her efforts on 
changes in curriculum and classroom situations. Such planning often
w  "''"^^ppenhcimer, op. cit., pp. 121-125.
25 Oppenhelmer, og. oit., pp. 122-123.
15
requires referral to other school personnel or agencies for help with 
problems.^
In validation of Criterion IV, the following criteria from Oppen- 
heimer are applied*
8* Aid in securing tetter' school adjustments for misfits*
10, Secure the psychological examination of children suspected 
of mental deficiency.
11* In very difficult problem cases secure an expert psychiatric 
examination with the approval of the psychologist.
It. Bring to ■ principal and the teacher all the data which will 
make for better understanding of the child*
13. Secure personal and social 'data for the principal and the 
teachers which can be utilised in making educational procedures 
more effective.
16. Secure the services of visiting nurses or the hospital when 
illness is found in the family.
18. Aid the nurse in persuading parents to provide for medical 
or surgical treatment, securing glasses*
19* lake or have children taken to special clinic in case of 
difficult physical defects if outside duties of the nurse, prohibit . 
her from so doing.
25. Secure with the cooperation of the principal special tutoring.
26. Endeavor to find out causes of unusual misconduct and endeavor 
to remedy conditions.^
Criterion V states* The visiting teacher program should include 
effective use of the facilities of the community and coordinate the efforts 
of all agencies concerned with education and welfare of children.
for validation of Criterion f the investigator refers to Oppen-
;'26"r'state' Handbook, op. olt., pp. 2i*»26.
£7 Oppenheimer, loc. cit., pp. 122-123.
16
heimer*© list of criteriai
lk* Advise parents of the community agencies which will aid 
them in present difficulty*
15* Refer to and secure the cooperation of relief agencies 
when the family is in need of help*
17* Report oases of suspected contagious diseases to school 
nurse or health authorities*
31. Cooperate in everyway possible with probation officers 
of the juvenile court*
33* Refer cases of improper guardianship to child welfare 
agencies*
hO. Secure the assistance of a religious organisation when 
the family needs moral and friendly encouragement •
Criteria 10, 11, and 16 (Oppenheimer) may also be applied in valid­
ation of Criterion V*
Criterion VI refers to professional growth through in-service 
training* In-service training is recognised as essential to the develop­
ment and growth of the visiting teacher program as well as other phases 
of the total school program* According to Oppenhoimer,^ the Board of 
Education in Rochester, Raw fork, established a program of in-service 
training by employing a staff of qualified visiting teachers to carry out 
its functions through training and supervision of the work.
the Virginia State Board of Education^ provides for in-service 
training through regional group conferences, state meetings,and orienta­
tion for new visiting teachers. Norfolk County provides for in-service
"^'dppenhoimer, loo. oit*, pp. 121-123*
29 Ibid., pp. 67-68*
3° Handbook, op. oit., pp. 3R-33*
training through conferences, workshop experiences, and reading materials 
contained1 in the library or teaching Materials Center, the investigator 
judges the .foregoing evidence to be- sufficient validation for the criteria 
selected for mm in appraising a visiting teacher program la Norfolk 
County.
omBtm in
DIuGRIFT 101 m  rROGMS INCLUDING 
TABLES, CASE HISTORIES, AMD ACTIVITIES 
PERFORMED BI VIolTING TEACHER
I, sflscftxmov or mm*n 11 custom tams
In this chapter the Investigator attempts to describe the visiting 
teacher program In Norfolk County in terms of the areas of emphasis selected 
in Chapter Two* The areas of emphasis includes (1) the visiting teacher * s 
part in the oversell planning and evaluation of the total school program*
(2) the visiting teacher*® services to the child, home, school, and com­
munity, (3) the visiting teacher*s m m  of resources, and (h) the visiting 
teacher's participation in In-service traiaiag*
This chapter contains eight tables arranged from a final report 
(based os monthly reports) sent by the Norfolk County Department of Visit­
ing Teachers to the Division Superintendent and to the State Department of 
Education* The tables contain information as to sources and types of 
referrals mad© to the visiting teacher, procedures used in working with 
ease®, a report of outcomes, and a summary of the activities of the 
visiting teacher*
In addition to the tables the chapter contains descriptions of case 
histories and activities performed by the visiting teacher as she works 
with groups and Individuals in "planning and carrying out "3* the total ' 
school program*
-~’^ ” ^ n'Worfolk County School. Board and N« 0*1*4*, Teachers1 Handbook and 
School Directory, Norfolk; 1950-1951* p* 20, * " '
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TABLE 1
m m m  of m m u m h § w w m m  a w  pebc? m  op m m  
m m s  m m m m  m  v i m t x m  t m m m
Heferred by
lumber of 
oases
Percent of
referral si (5217)
Schools 2*66 90*34
Family ll+ 2.71
Social agencies 26 5.05
Interested oitiiem# 10 1.91
Self (pupil) I
fetal m i 100
Table 1 show that the' iris It lag teacher program is reeegnited by 
school, home, and eeasnialty m  a source of help for the individual who is 
having difficulty la asking satisfactory adjustment to the eurrionium as
well es to the social situations provided by the school* Since the visit* 
lag teacher program is am integral part of the total school program., the 
greatest percentage of referrals are made fey the school pereounei*
t m M  ii
m k m m  o m »  if trn m v r n m m  
w m  m m m t m  pupils to n $ i n m  teacher
Bm m m  for 
initial referral
lumber pupils 
referred
Percent of 
referral as, (517)
Attendance *
Irregular ITS $k.L3
Ito-roaroilisoxxt If €>*91
Prop*outs 18 3*10
Truants 57 11.05
Aggressive antisocial behavior If 6.98
Shy or withdrawn behavior 9 1.7%
Seelth conditions 55 8.f8
Indigency 3k 8.58
Unsatisfactory eohieveseisb Sm  school 27 5.22
Othersi
lack of la format ion k .75
freasferrale # 1.16
Seedy P 9.if
Pediculosis 5 ,97
Steallag f •57
Sex perversion 5 .58
Soseleee I •19
Emotional disturbances 9 1.7#
Speech defective 2 •57
Pelinfueaoy 5 *91
Indifference of parents a .57
Mental conditions i •19
total m 100
fable II refers to aspect 2 of the program? with implications for 
the types of services necessary in helping children with problems, the 
table gives the number and percent of children referred to the visiting 
teacher and the reason given by the person making the referral.
Of the 517 pupils referred, 291 or 56 percent are boys, and 226 
or hk percent are girls, this fact, though Included in this study, has 
no definite sigaifloanee in the analysis of data, since there is no pro­
vision for breakdown of reasons according to sexes.
Attendance problems constitute the greatest percentage of the total 
number of referrals* the greater percentage is listed under irregular 
attendance which is, in most oases, a Mmaskn representing a symptom of 
some deeper difficulty, the visiting teacher undertakes the job of find­
ing the real cause of the problem and providing factual information which 
will enable the school personnel to plan for improvement and adjustment. 
Hanning with parents is also included in the services of the visiting 
teacher.
truants represent the second highest, or 11.05 percent, of 
referrals to the visiting teacher. Truancy is also recognised as a 
symptom of some deeper problem* therefore, the visiting teacher attempts 
to find the cause and help find a solution to such problems.
non-enrollment and. drop-outs are listed as reasons for more than 
ten percent of the referrals under problems of attendance. The school 
personnel recognises its responsibility in the rehabilitation and follow-up
min both types * failure to enroll and drop-outs j therefore,, such oases are 
referred to the visiting teacher.
Aggressive, aati-soci&i behavior represents 6. $8 pereent of the 
total referrals, the term aggressive behavior nay have many meanings.I 
In some instances aggression is considered wholesome and to he desired, 
hot in the causes referred to the visiting teacher the term aggressive is 
used to emphasise anti-social behavior appearing in the form of disturb­
ances in the classroom as well as fighti&g and stealing in school or 
community.
the 1.7k p@roe.nt of referrals representing those pupils who are 
referred because of shy or withdrawn behavior is low in comparison with 
other reasons for referral, this percentage may be interpreted as failure 
to recognise the .inner feelings of the child who causes no outward disturb­
ance. -Such a child may sit passively and be accepted as a "good” or well- 
behaved individual*
Health conditions comprise 6.96 percent of the total $17 referrals. 
Health problems needing, more specialised attention are referred by the 
visiting teacher to the school nurse, a physician practicing in the 
community, or to a clinic for treatment.
Indigency is given a# the reason for 6# $8 percent of the total 
number of pupils referred, the indigent pupils represent homes with 
inadequate incomes for supplying the .material needs of children. Indigency 
in Korfoik County is usually a result of illness of parents, or homes
I* Kelly, "Aggression in Childhood," Proceedings Virginia 
Conference of Social Work Annual Meeting, Hichmond, Vir'i$»£aV’'1lliiy,' "
j r m  * ~ —  ~  *
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broken by death or separation, the belting teacher investigates each 
case to determine needsi then coordinates the efforts of agencies or 
organisations for supplying needs so that indigent children are able to 
attend school regularly and feel a sense of security in working with the 
group.
Pupils referred because of unsatisfactory achievement in school make 
up 5*22 percent of the cases referred to the visiting teacher in the tea 
schools studied la Norfolk County. Unsatisfactory achievement does not 
always represent complete failure m  the part of the child, hut may point 
up failure of the school personnel to challenge the pupil to put forth his 
best efforts for satisfactory achievement. Personality conflicts, pressures 
of home and school, and influences from outside forces play an important 
role in the child's success or failure to achieve satisfactorily in a given 
school situation. Treatment of such oases requires planning and working 
together by all school personnel and others who may help the child to make 
best use of the school, A change in school situation is often necessary to 
secure the best all-round adjustment of the child.
Others included in Table II, representing 17.60 percent of the total 
number of referrals, are classified according to reasons given for referral. 
The table gives sufficient analysis t© reveal the need for use of resources 
as well as intensive work with child, home, school, and community in order 
to bring about changes in attitude, habits, and behaviors of individuals*
The data in the table show that in 9*58 percent of the oases the referral 
was on account of need of material supplies in promoting happiness and 
security for those whose income is insufficient to make necessary pro­
visions.
2h
m i  in
interview k m  G o mmmc® v m o m m s  used
BY Y1SITIHG YEACHBR IK WORKXtia l?ITR 51? CASES
Procedure
used
Humber times 
used
Average number 
of imtsrvlews 
and conferenoes 
per capita* 
(51?) referrals
Interviews and conferences
Principals 70S 1.37
Classroom teachers 72lt 1,10
Children 682 W »
Parents 6gl 1.05
Supervisors 19 •Qt*
Superintendent 1 *01
Ruraes Afl *05
Psychologist 10 *02
Others 18 •03
total 28if5 5.1#
table III refers to aspects 0 and $ of the program, planning for 
and working with, efaildren and with other persons who are oonoerned with 
the adjustments of children.
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fable III shows the number of times different persons wore inter- 
viewed and the average number of interviews and conference® held with 
these persons per capita of the total ease load*
The interview or conference is basis to the service of the visiting 
teacher. then a child is referred by a principal or classroom teacher, the 
visiting teacher takes time to listen and understand the teacher*© inter­
pretation of the problem* She listens with the purpose of gaining 
understanding of the child and his problem and the teacher* s thinking- and 
feeling about tho child.^ She gives the teacher an opportunity to release 
her tensions about the child 'and his problem* Another twofold' purpose of 
the interview or conference is to report findings and to offer counseling 
and advice in -regard to treatment of the child*
Interviews and conferences with the child give opportunity for 
understanding the individual « the way he feels about his problem or his 
environment * and helps in establishing, rapport and mutual confidence 
between the child -and visiting teacher. Someone who listens with -under­
standing and sympathy helps the child to release tensions by "talking out1*
the problem causing the difficulty* R o g e r s  * 5  non-directive method o f  
counseling sometimes enables the child to evaluate his own thinking about 
the matter and frequently results in changed attitude® and self-adjustment* 
the non-directive method of counseling is one of the .methods employed by
Cox, "The Visiting Teacher and the School,** The Bulletin
of the national Association of School Social Workers, Vol. IXI17*^umbeF37
larilX' IWf, pT
5 Carl R. Rogers, Counseling and Psychotherapy, Bostons Houghton 
Mifflin Co., 1940. '------------- -- *------— ---- —
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the vie it lag teacher in working with children*
the visiting teacher’s servioea to th© child include listening, 
counseling, and sometimes defending and pleading the cause of the child, 
the visiting teacher does not necessarily concur with the child in his 
attitude % neither does she condemn him for his behavior, but constantly 
seeks means of effecting changes in attitude and behavior* Th© author 
agrees with Hamrln in his definition of guidance j Guidance is seeing 
thru John and then seeing John t h r o u g h .  n6 She also agrees with him in 
respecting the individual as a person with emphasis upon th© whole person 
in human relations- .
Services to parents include home-visits, interviews, and confer* 
ernes which contribute to the understanding of problems, and give 
opportunity for planning and working out difficulties through improved 
relatione between home and school. Parents recognise th© visiting teacher 
as a friend to whom they may turn for help in counseling children as well 
as supplying information in regard to school and community services.
Conferences and interviews with other school personnel represent 
sharing of information and planning th© school program, for the child rather 
than trying to make th© child conform to a pattern which does not fit. 
Through sharing of information,, time and energy of school personnel is 
conserved and there is less duplication of services.
Interviews and conferences with others serve their purpose by 
coordinating interests, efforts, and services of agencies and organisations
''Xr^ Hasurin, Guidance Talks to Teachers, Bloomington, 111*, 
Knight and McKnight, 19W* ' '
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for help lag all concerned with the problem* placing special emphasis upon 
the needs of children*
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TABLE IV
OSS OF RESOURCES IS WORKIHG WITH 
IbZ OF t m  51? CHILDSES REFERRED
Resources and
agencies
lumber children 
involved
Percent of 
total number 
of children 
referred!
C 51?)
Heal tit Department and clinic 
Welfare Department (MortoVk County) »
12 2*52
Probation Officer 19 M e
Gliild and Family Service Z #37
juvenile Court
Welfare Department (South Herfolk)$
k •73
Probation Officer I •13
Child and Family Service 1 ♦19
Court Social Worker {Norfolk City) 3 ♦58
Portsmouth Counseling and Guidance Clinic 2
lehabilitatlon Supervisor 1 ♦19
School Psychologist 12 2*52
Other agencies or Interested persons 85 16.65
total ll£ 27.1*7
Table IV refers to aspect 3. the use of oommunity resources.
fable 1? shows the visiting teacher* s use of resources in working 
with children referred# Health problems are usually referred directly to 
the school nurse especially when recognised as health problems # Many be­
havior problems are symptoms of some physical or health defect* When 
diagnosed and interpreted to the parent and school,#, it is necessary that 
the ease be referred to clinic or health department for treatment* the 
visiting teacher secures the cooperation of the. school nurse in working out 
health problems so there may be no unnecessary duplication*
the County Welfare Department provides a probation officer to whom 
pupils may be referred when the school has exhausted all possible efforts 
and failed to effect satisfactory adjustments* Child and family service 
is obtained through the department of public welfare by referring the case 
to the probation officer* the probation officer bases his plans for work­
ing with cases referred upon the case history as reported by the visiting 
teacher*
the probation officer work® with the case 'and makes referral to th© 
Juvenile court as a last means for effecting change in the problem* the 
probation officer writes the report for the court# but expects the visiting 
teacher to represent the school in attendance at court and to supply Infor­
mation pertinent to the case*
It is the policy of the visiting teacher program to interpret court 
procedures to the parent and child as a means of helping# rather than 
punishing the child* the Court Social Worker and visiting teacher work 
together in the follow-up of oases placed on probation.
the visiting teacher encourages use of counseling and guidance
50
clinics when school personnel or parents recognise the need of such 
services* She prepares a case history for the clinic in order that the 
workers may bo more familiar with the problem as it appears to the school* 
The vis iting teacher receives reports from the clinic and in turn inter* 
prets the recommendations to the school*
Work with the rehabilitation supervisor is another guidance service 
of the visiting teacher* this service is usually given to the exceptional 
child who needs help in making use of facilities which prepare the child 
for productive citizenship*
The visiting teacher refers children to the school psychologist 
when symptoms indicate the need of psychological investigation* The 
psychologist and visiting teacher share information which contributes to 
the interpretation of the child’s problem*
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TABLE ¥
PlOaEMBS Q8KD II 88k Of THE 51? OASES BBPRREID
Procedures Oases
Percent of 
total number 
referredi (517)
Requiring slight investigation 90 10.96
'Referred to agencies - ail kinds 111 7*96
Referred to other school services 15 2.90
Referred to clinics * ail kinds Ik 8.70'
Referred to Court 1 *19
Recommended placement in special schools i* •75
Provided material assistance 16 3.m
Investigated needs and recommended 
free lunch % 6.5a
Investigated needs and recommended 
food, clothing and toys 51 9*06
Arranged for attending camp (Eiwanis} 10 1.9k
Total 26k 5k*93
Table ¥ refer© also to- aspects 2 and 3 which relate to planning 
with school personnel, parents, and with agencies who can give help with 
problems*
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Table ? gives an analysis of work with 281* of the $17 children 
referred to the visiting teacher* and shows th© type work required la 
each sitmtioa-. The item needing further interpretation is ttlecoromended 
placement in special schools*** Children needing placement in special 
schools were victims of home conditions which were contributing to 
maladjustment to such an extent that the visiting teacher advised parents* 
and recommended that the Selfer© Department arrange for special placement 
in a different school, home* and community environment* Three parents 
asked the visiting teacher for help in finding new situations for their 
children*
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TABLE VI
ornmms of oases worsbo with it'
VIBIflfO- TEACHER
Outcomes Humber of 
cases
Percent in 
relation to 
number referred* 
(517)
Apparently unimproved*
Mental and personality deviates 11 2.13
Hewer cases not diagnosed and treated 8 1.7k
Inadequate home situations Ik 2.70
Poor economic conditions 52 6.19
Unadjusted school situations 6 1.16
Apparently improved*
Behavior 3kB 66.13
Home conditions 36 6.96
School situations 21 it. 06
Community situations 6 1.16
heft school for the following reasons*
Marriage 3 .58
Under school age 1 .19
Under 7 (immature) 2 .37
Home- conditions 3 * 39
Physical condition® k *75
Drop-cut®, ago 16 30 5*88
Established ineducability l *19
Incorrigibility 2 *31
Placed in special school.® (homes) k m
Committed to State Department of if el fare a *31
Transferred to other school systems 38 7.38
(Because of dupl ioatione of individuals in the several categories 
totals are net significant, and, therefore, are not given,)
fable VI refers to aspects 8 and 3 and shows evidences of success 
and failure In accomplishment of purposes*
3k
fable ¥! «h«r» outcomes of easos worked with by the visiting
teacher* the author recognises the fact that apparent results m m  due to
frni
combined efforts and influences of house, school, and community,kshould not 
be attributed solely to the visiting teacher program* the analysis of 
cases Judged disproved or unimproved is based on records, observations of 
the visiting teacher, expressions of the child, and statements made by 
parents and persons who worked with the individuals# the visiting teaoher 
made an effort to secure from school personnel some comment In- regard to 
each child referred and remaining' in school throughout the year* Since 
the statements of teachers were verbal, no record was made to confirm 
their reports*
the visiting teacher is aware of 'the flexibility of human reactions j 
therefore, pupils counted as Improved may be expected to experience some 
regression* It is also expected that some of the pupils listed under un~ 
improved, at another time, will become well adjusted#
the persons listed as having left school for various reasons are 
still the responsibility of the school if they remain residents of that 
particular community, the pupils transferred to other communities are 
usually followed by a transfer of records*
Children placed in special hows and schools are expected to -return 
to the community and school at some time* these factors pose problems to 
be considered in planning tor rehabilitation of such Individuals#
t m m  t o
junLTSXs m o  s m m n y  of A c m & x s s  
OF VXSRX8G mCBBB 
II BBUHOft fO 51? REFERRALS
Activities fetal
number
Average number 
times occurring 
each referral * (51?)
Conferences -and interviews 201*5 5.50
School visits 520 .62
Home visits 730 1.1*1
Collateral visits 11 ,02
telephone conversations 685 1*52
Court sessions attended 6 •01
Meetings attended* 
Professional 58 .11
Community 20 • 0i*
Summaries prepared for agencies$ 
Initial 25 .Ok
Supplementary 1? ,05
Letters written relative to case work 21 .01*
Copies sent to schools 21 .01*
Letters to parents concerning child 25 .01*
Brief record or history of each case is 
filed in visiting teacher's office 51? 1,00
fable ?II refers to services of tits visiting teacher under aspects 
2 and 51 including conferences for planning, working with child, home, and 
school, and using resources.
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Table VII gives an analysis and summary of tbs work of the visiting 
teacher and shows activities recorded on the monthly reports to the 
Bivision Superintendent and to the State Department of Education*
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tA&Lft fill
PEOFESS10HAL MEETINGS ATTENDED BY 
VISX7110 YEACBBE
Meetings
lumber of 
meetings
lumber 
attended by 
visiting, 
teacher
Percent of 
attendance
Supervisory Staff 1? 13 86. ai*
Principals* 16 16 100.0
Heglonal Visiting Teachers 
Hampton Hoads Group 5 5 100.0
Planning Conference {3 days) 13 13 100.0
Evaluation Conference 3 3 100.0
Sorfolk County Ed. A. k k 100.0
deception for new teachers 1 l 100.0
District U 1 l 100.0
V. B. A* (Conference) Meeting® 
not entered on report
Total 60 56 96.67
Table VIII refers to aspect 1 with relation to conferences for 
planning and evaluating, and to aspect I* relative to professional growth 
through in-service training.
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Table ?I1I presents an analysis of mootings of professional groups, 
Th© supervisory staff members meet twice each month for the purpose
of continuous planning and evaluation of the total school program# Staff' 
members attend the monthly meetings of the principals and serve la a con­
sultative capacity in relation to problems and areas needing emphasis.
The Hampton loads Regional Visiting Teacher Group, as set. up by the 
State Department of Education, held five meetings during the year 1950*51 • 
The investigator attended the five meetings and served as secretary to the 
Regional Group during the two years, 19!$-50 'and 19§0*51. The topics of 
the meetings were related tot (1) planning and evaluating the work of th© 
visiting teacher, (2) guidanb© as a part of the visiting teacher program, 
(3) constructive us# of authority, and (ii) ways of working with teachers* 
The three days planning conference includes participation of all 
school personnel in effort to examine policies and set up purposes for 
developing and improving the school program.
The visiting teacher makes a contribution to the groups by inter­
preting the purposes of the visiting teacher program in relation to the 
total school program* flanaing with faculties for use of the visiting 
teacher service is an important phase of the visiting teacher* s partici­
pation in the pre-school conference#
The evaluation conferences bring school personnel together la effort 
to- Hook at our schools1** At this conference areas of emphasis are brought 
to the front with recommendations for neat steps* the area of emphasis in 
Norfolk County during the year 1950-51 gave attention to Mental Health in 
Our Schools*
Staff members served as leaders of discussion in some instances 
and as consultants in others* The investigator spoke to- the Social Studies 
Group on "Meeting the Emotional Meeds of Children" and participated in 
discussion which followed*
Other meetings indicated in the table are of professional and social 
nature which need no further' interpretation in relation to this particular 
study*
IX. BEStmxmOV OF TYPICAL CASES
Cases included in this study are selected as representative of types 
of cases referred to the visiting teacher and were chosen to show the re­
lations of activities and services of the visiting teacher to aspects of
the program a© indicated at the conclusion of each case*
Gas© one* R, an eight year old boy, m s  referred to the visiting, 
teacher because of irregular attendance* Irregular attendance is given as 
the reason for referral in 3h*h3 percent of the oases referred as shows in 
Table II, page 20*
During an interview concerning H*e problem, the teacher reported 
that the child, who was Just beginning reading, had recently shown evidence 
of shy and withdrawn behavior*
The visiting teacher west to the home and learned from the mother 
that she had been sending K to school, but instead of going to school he 
had been stopping to play along the way* The child came in while th# 
visiting teacher was talking with the mother* Se seemed pleased with the 
attention of the visiting teacher and agreed to go to school the following 
day.
ilO
The visiting teacher was able to understand the child* s behavior
after observing and listening to the mother*® description of conditions in
the home* The mother, a very nervous person, appeared to be mentally ill 
and was unable to give her five children the guidance and material sub* 
sistence necessary for growth and adjustment*
The visiting teacher interpreted her findings to the teacher and
helped her plan for more effective work with the child* Two weeks later
1 was ready to share his reading experience with the visiting teacher*
The problem began anew when I and other children in the family 
became ill with colds* 1; refused to go to school when he was able, but 
chose to spend his time at a neighbor’s home watching television until 
midnight*
The visiting teacher found I and persuaded him to return to school 
on the following day* He attended regularly for several weeks* One day 
H*s clothing exhibited symptoms of lack of organic control* A shift 
teacher took him into a conference room and reprimanded him for his 
personal habits* E immediately left school and refused to return.
The visiting teacher went to the home on three consecutive days, 
and on the third day R was persuaded to come from his hiding place and 
talk with the visiting teacher* A ride to the drug store with the visit* 
iog teacher was suggested* B happily accepted the invitation and was 
pleased with the paper, pencils, and ice cream he received as a result of 
the trip* He talked rather freely and expressed his desire to go baok to 
school* After the ordeal of a bath and dressing under the pressure of his 
mother, R again refused to go to school.
Ifl
flit visiting teacher learned through subsequent interviews with. 1 
that hie one desire was to possess two toy guns and a holster. Aware of 
the absence of toys in the home, and conscious of the importance of satis­
fying the evident emotional needs, the visiting teacher contacted persons 
who provided a toy gun and holster as E had requested.
further activities of the visiting teacher in regard to S#s case 
include referral hot the Eiwanie Club for summer camp, the clinic for 
examination and treatment of physical defects, and to the Child Care 
Service of the Department of Public Welfare.
Case one refers to aspects 2 and 3 in regard to working with child, 
parent, school, and community in the use of resources.
Case two. Case, two is the story of a thirfceen~year-old girl whose 
problem was deeper than the referral for truancy indicated* Truancy is 
given as the reason for XI*0| percent of the total number of cases referred 
as included in Table II.
S is the second of five children in a home broken by the death of 
the father* The mother is illiterate, end dependent upon the Public 
Welfare Department and other agencies for subsistence* With suoh small 
income and poor management on the part of the mother, the home had little 
security for the children.
I left home and went to stay with some people in the community who 
were strangers to the mother. Burners were spreading in the thickly popu­
lated low rent community about H*s participation in delinquent behavior.
The mother sought assistance of the folic© Department in finding and 
returning the child* When I refused to stay at horn© the mother claimed
h2
to have had a ’’nervous fit'” and was rue hod to a hospital* Her case was 
diagnosed as nervousness which- could ho- treated at homo. U learned of her 
mother’s Illness and came home, hut was not contented to remain*
Mutual confidence apparently had been established since the visiting 
teacher had known 1 during previous years* Provision was made for S to sit 
la the visiting teacher’s car and express her feelings about the matter.
She indicated that she did not really want to be away from her home, but 
she felt that she must have more than her home could offer* She said.
Beans, Just beans, is all I get at.home. I love my family 
and want to be with them, but I must get away. I’m so mixed 
up. 1 have never been able to study since my father died, 
the children at school refuse to take mo into their.groups..
They make fun of mo . . .  My mother talks about my father, the 
way he drank and ran through with money. He was crippled and 
not responsible for what- he did* Oh, if I could only get away 
from it all for awhile f then I could come home and start all 
over.
Oarefully considering the whole situation, recognising the conditions 
of the home and community ©Bvtmment, the visiting teacher turned her 
efforts toward gaining the mother’s consent to refer th© case to the Depart* 
meat of Public Welfare, with a recommendation for temporary home placement.
Gaining the mother’s consent required the efforts of two visiting 
teachers and a social worker from the Department of Public Welfare.
A report indicated that M was making satisfactory adjustments in a 
different home, school, and community situation.
Case two illustrates aspects 1 and 2, services to child, home,
school, and community agencies in the us© of resources.
Case three. Case three describes the problem of a boy age fourteen,
who, acoording to his cumulative record, had an I* Q. of 111*. D was referred
mfor t r u a n c y  and unsatisfactory achievement* Truancy rates second from the 
highest in reasons gives for referral in fable II*
Die teachers were ooncarned about his behavior which was described 
as aggressive and asbi~s©cisl• B was the second Child in a family of five* 
lie older brother, successful is school., m s  held up as a model by the 
father* the mother, os the other hand, was sympathetic with B and often 
shielded him from being’ reprimanded by the father*
the visiting teacher worked with th# child by interview and home 
visits* A conference with his teachers was arranged by the visiting 
teacher* la the conference 9 was given opportunity to express his feel* 
lags about himself in relation to- attitude, behavior, and school adjust­
ments* the teachers were fair in pointing out some of B1© atrongtho and 
weaknesses* D resolved to accept responsibility for self adjustment when 
he was reassured that the teachers were not picking on him*
iegressioa came within a few weeks, and the visiting teacher m s  
called again* She went to the hose in the evening and was met by D who 
insisted that his- father .not be Informed of his truancy* Seasoning con­
tinued until the visiting teacher was invited in for conference with the 
child and both parents* the conference revealed the fact that the parents 
did not agree in regard to- B#a behavior*
the visiting teacher stressed the importance of the family having 
complete understanding of problems which should be of mutual interest, 
and advised that more time be spent in working and playing together*
Sometime later* at th© visiting teacher1 © home, P stated that he 
was aware of improvement in his relationships at home as well as improve­
ment in social adjustment© and achievement at school.* The mother
eoafinsod B*s report In a telephone conversation with the visiting teacher.
0**e three shows relations to aspect 2 la the inciting teacher1® 
services to chili, heme, and, school.
©as© four* V* J*, age fourteen, on only chili in a financially 
secure heme, was referred to the visiting teacher for stealing. Stealing is 
given as the reason for .37 percent of the 517 referral# included in fable It* 
?, J* had m  outstanding school record as well as a reputation for 
active participation in church and social activities* At school, however,
V. d. had teen suspected of taking change from other pupils* Pour of her 
.friends had finally caught her taking change from, wallets of pupils who 
were engaged in athletic activities* They discussed within their group 
what should he done about the natter, and decided to talk the problem over 
with the hoi&e-room teacher* 1
the bcae-roeit. teacher went to the principal with the problem, and 
he referred the m m  to tho visiting teacher* the visiting teacher inter­
viewed the priaeipal and teacher* then stailed the records in the 
cumulative Hies*
A psychological report supported the teacher*s judgment in regard 
to ¥* «Ms ability to learn* It also showed some influences of the heme 
which, might he expected to lead to diversion* in behavior*
The visiting teacher interviewed ¥# <J*, encouraging free discussion 
of her problems, hut she was tumble to obtain a confession, The visiting 
teacher reminded ¥, J. of the report that she had been caught taking small, 
change, and asked if she would like to face the girls who made the report*
She then decided that she would like to hear the girl1 e side of the story,
mand said If she wars guilty she would like to make adJustments.
?♦ J#<0 friends -(throw present) were sailed into the conference 
room and asked to state evidence of the problem. They emphasised the fast 
that they wanted to help V. J. and did not want to bring accusations* the 
girls simply stated fasts and thereby secured V. d. *s verification in each 
instance*
?. «J. made adjustments with the girls who had missed change* and 
thanked them and the visiting teacher for facing her ■ problem, with her*
The girls assured V. d* of their continued friendship and counted the ease 
closed*
¥. J. asked that the home-room teacher be sailed in so that she 
might explain her problem and ask the teacher1 s guidance in helping her to 
overcome the habit*
date four illustrates the visiting teacher* s services to the child 
and school as included in aspect £ of thin, study*
Case five* If* a twolvo*yoar»oid boy, was referred to the visiting 
teacher with the problem of aggressive behavior* Aggressive behavior is 
given as the reason for 6*56 percent of the 51? referrals made to the 
visiting teacher during the year*
M, at the age of two, m m  a vietim of a broken home* lie mother, 
needing to work for subsistence, placed the child in the home of an elderly 
couple who sent him to parochial school. Some behavior problems began to 
develop and, at the age of tea, 1 was permitted to return to his mother and 
enter a county school*
K met with some problems in adjustment to home and school situations*
1*6
la the ham is a step-father and six-year-old twins* An older brother 
who remained with his mother tries to help M in making his adjustments* 
fhe two boys are in agreement in their resentment of the step-father*s 
idea in regard to discipline* they also feel that the twins take too much 
attention from them* Is school* M uses many devices for gaining attention* 
His techniques for gaining attention are sometime® resentful to children 
as well as teachers in the classroom.
During 1950-51 II* s class had a new teacher at the beginning of the 
second semester* At this time M*s problems' began to increase, gear the 
close of the term he had resorted to truancy and delinquency. He left 
school with two other beys and went to another state where he was involved 
in breaking into a store.
the missing boys were reported to the County Police who broadcast 
descriptions of the boys in order to effect their return, The mother who 
made the report, at the time, was very ill* She showed deep concern over 
M’s behavior and anxiety for his return.
When M returned the visiting teacher worked with the teacher and 
principal in effort to help the child make satisfactory adjustments In 
the classroom* The teacher accepted M with provision that he practice 
self control and make an effort to do his class work.
Other incidents of truancy and outbursts of aggressive behavior 
occurred- in M’s experience. The visiting teacher continued to work with 
the .child, home, and school. U was unable to make satisfactory adjust- 
meats* therefore, he was retained in the same grad© for the coming year*
It expressed his feelings to the visiting teacher in terms of his inability 
to get along with his last teacher.
The case illustrate© effort-, m m m s ,  and failure in the experience 
of the visiting teacher. Success came- through the desirable relationship© 
between homo and sohool, and the visiting teacher’s satisfactory rapport 
with the child* Failure by the child Is recognised In achievement as well
a© in failure to adjust to the school situation*
Gas© five refer© to aspect 8 as included in Table© II and VI*
Case six* 0. G., a thirteen-year-old boy, was referred by hi© teacher 
for aggressive behavior and unsatisfactory achievement In school. Aggressive 
behavior is given as the reason for referring 6*58 percent of the 517 pupils
referred as shown in Table II*
The classroom teacher had been talking with other teachers about 
0. G.’s behavior* The teachers had decided among themselves that the boy
would be better adjusted if he were in the eighth grade.
Sealifting the problems of adjustment© which would be involved if he 
went to the junior high school, leaving one teacher and facing five teachers 
in a new situation, the visiting teacher, on the basis of his record, recom­
mended that the present teacher change her approach to the child’s problem* 
The case was reviewed with emphasis upon the child’s- need for love to 
supply the need felt with the loss of his mother* This emphasis served as 
a challenge to the teacher,
the boy was called In for conference with the teacher and visiting 
teacher, and encouraged to analyse his own problem. He recognised the 
fact that his record had been very good until the home was upset by death, 
and the family had moved around quite a bit. He was advised of the diffi­
culty he would face if he went to junior high school unprepared.
m15* $• Chose to remain with the same teacher who took a new interest
in helping him recognise success and security in his work with the group#
>
and on an individual basis*
Case six is a typical illustration of aspect 2, and of a pupil * g
having more than on© problem* and the solutions arrived through planning 
and evaluation*
Gqae seven. <1* ago fourteen* referred for irregular attendance as one 
•among the 3U*k3 percent listed in fable XI* had home and community problems 
which led him Into delinquent behavior - involving three serious charges la 
court.
The visiting teacher worked with the problem in attempt to effect 
more desirable conditions in the home* Resources were used for providing 
material needs in the home- broken by desertion by the father*
Older persons in the community contributed to <P s delinquency "by 
leading him into the first criminal offense* Prom that time the child's 
attitude was changed to indifference and he became a constant follower of 
patterns- in delinquent behavior*
fhe visiting teacher made reports and recommendations to- the pro** 
featloa officer that the child be placed in a different environment where 
he would have a chance to become adjusted and develop into useful 
citizenship* fhe final decision of the Juvenile Court Judge was that J 
fee committed to the State Department and placed in a home where he could 
have an -opportunity for rehabilitation*
fhe mother reports that J is happy in his new situation and is, 
according to his foster parents* report* making a good record in regard
to satisfactory adjustment.
this case (if given in its entirety) would show work of the visit* 
ing teaoher in relation to aspects .2, 3# and i*. the experience involved 
in the case has definitely made & contribution to the visiting teacher * s 
growth through experience in working with the many resources concerned 
with the problem*
Case eight. J, a girl age eleven, was one among the 6.§8 percent 
referred for aggressive antisocial behavior.
Ike visiting teacher interviewed the child and learned that she 
was having trouble with her eyee and teeth, fhe visiting teacher asked 
the school n u r s e  to chock the child for evidence of the trouble.
The visiting teacher and nurse went to the home together and found 
the mother had been indifferent to the child's condition, and had been 
punishing her for behaviors which the family considered bad. the nurse 
and visiting teacher coordinated their efforts in interpreting the child’s 
problem to the mother, and advised that she carry the child to a specialist 
for examination and treatment of the eyes and to a dentist for treatment of 
the teeth.
The mother admitted that she had just not thought about the child 
having anything physically wrong. She seemed grateful for the service,, 
and offered various excuses for not reailring that her child needed 
attention.
J came to school the next week with glasses, and stated that she 
had an appointment with a dentist for the following week.
The teaoher reported changes in attitude and behavior at school,
and the mother confirmed the teacher’s report by indicating certain changes 
.in the child at home.
4 was a mutual friend of the visiting teacher and school nurse from, 
the beginning.
Another illustration of aspect 2 is made in this case with stress 
upon education of parents in regard to their responsibility to children.
Case nine. B, a boy age eleven, was referred to the visiting teaoher 
because of health conditions. Health' conditions represent 6*96 percent of 
the reasons for referral given in Table II.
1 was frequently absent from school and, therefore, was failing to 
make satisfactory achievement* The visiting teacher learned through in­
vestigation that the parents, due to the father’s illness, were unable to 
provide medical attention. She referred the case to the school nurse who 
helped in arranging for clinical treatment of the child.
Case nine illustrates aspects 2 and 3 in relation to services to 
children throu# resources.
Case ten. F, a girl age thirteen, was referred by an interested 
person concerned with the child’s problem of delinquency. Delinquency is 
included in Table II as *97 percent of the total number of pupils referred.
The visiting teacher investigated the child’s record at school, 
interviewed the child, investigated the home conditions, interpreted her 
findings to the person making the referral and to a social worker in the 
Department of Public Welfare.
The case of F refers to aspects 2 and 3» the data given in Table I
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on source of referrals a ad fable If, the use of resources.
0ase eleven. 8, a boy age thirteen, was referred for non-enrolIment. 
Mon-enrolIment represents 6.91 percent of the 51? pupils referred to the 
visiting teaoher, fable II, page 20.
the visiting teaoher went to the home and found that the father had 
been unemployed for six months* the family income had been exhausted and 
B had been delivering groceries as a contribution to the subsistence of the 
family*
8 did not want to go to school unless he had money to pay his fees 
and buy lunch# the visiting teaoher advised B and his mother that the 
principal would be able to help by working out a plan for payment of fees 
and providing lunch.
the visiting teacher returned to the school with the factual infor­
mation and the principal assured her of his cooperation in. planning the
solution to the boy’s problem.
B entered school the following morning and followed the advice of 
the visiting teacher. He conferred with the principal who helped him plan 
his program- with provision for the material needs.
Case eleven is an illustration of aspect 2 in services to child, 
home, and school, and aspect 5 in use of resources.
Case twelve, this case includes two children represented la the
5k*h3 percent of the referrals with reasons given as the problem of
irregular attendance*
J, a girl ago eleven, and her brother, age thirteen ^ rore left at home 
to keep the house while both parents worked. The children were attending
irregularly and their work was gradually becoming poorer. The teachers 
had mad© special efforts to secure the cooperation of the parents in regard 
to the problem, but had failed to secure any response*
The visiting teaoher interviewed the children and learned that they 
were failing to interpret their problems to the parents because of fear of 
punishment.
The visiting teaoher called the mother by telephone and arranged for 
a home visit on the following Tuesday after- the parents were home from work* 
On© classroom teacher called at the home- with the visiting teacher. 
The mother received the two visitors most cordially* The children were 
included in the conference and permitted to state their own problems. The 
visitors stressed -the fact that there .should be better understanding of 
the problems and less pressure from the home. They interpreted the policies 
of the school and informed the mother that the children needed materials 
for work which had not been provided.
The conference resulted in improved attitudes of children and more 
cooperation on the part of the parents, as shown in their efforts to pro­
vide material needs and attend meetings held at school. The teaoher had 
gained a batter understanding of conditions affecting the behavior of the 
children and, therefore, made more effort to give the child In her room 
special recognition for efforts in her work*
Case twelve is illustrative of aspect 2 with stress upon better 
understanding and interpretation of problems.
Cftge thirteen. E, a boy age nine, was referred for shy and withdrawn 
behavior with emphasis on unsatisfactory achievement. Shy and withdrawn
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behavior is included in fable- II. as .representing 1 .?!* percent of tbs' total 
number of cases .referred#
the visiting teacher Investigated the cumulative records, inter­
viewed the teacher and principal; then visited the home interpreting the 
problem to the parents* She advised the- parents to carry the boy to the 
Child Guidance Clinic for psychiatric help*
The parents reacted favorably to the advice and asked the visiting 
teacher to help in arranging for an. appointment.
The visiting teacher called the Psychiatric Social Worker at the 
clinic and confirmed the appointment for the mother* She then prepared a 
report for the clinic and, with the consent of the psychologist, included 
a copy of the psychological report* After the child had been carried la 
for treatment, the visiting teacher received a report on the findings and 
made interpretation to the teaoher so that she might be able to do more 
effective work with the child.
Case thirteen indicates- reference to aspects 2 and 3 as included 
in Tables II and IV.
Case fourteen* <J, a girl age fourteen, was referred for pediculosis* 
Pediculosis is listed in Table II as the reason given for *97 percent of 
the $17 cases referred to the visiting teacher.
The teachers had a report that pupils in a certain grade were 
troubled with pedicull. The visiting teacher was called to help with in­
spection of heads.
d*s head was matted with the living vermin and nits. The visiting 
teaoher advised treatment and gave instructions as to the use of the
5k
medicine and the cleaning work which mat follow* J was sent home with 
instructions to return after three days treatment, provided the condition 
was cleared up*
A week passed and 4 had not returned to school, fhe visiting 
teacher went to the home and observed the filth which contributed to the 
problem* She showed the mother how to comb and separate the hair so the 
nits could be removed* She then advised the mother and child that every­
thing in the house must be thoroughly cleaned before they would be able to 
get rid of the trouble*
Conditions in the home were so poor that continued stress upon 
cleanliness was necessary* fhe ease required three home visits and final 
threat of use of authority before the child was cleared of the trouble and 
able to return to school*
Case fourteen is Illustrative of aspect Z$ including services to 
child, home, and school, with emphasis upon education of parents la regard 
to their responsibility to children*
Case fifteen* S, a girl age thirteen, was referred with a problem 
of emotional disturbance* Emotional disturbance is included, in l.?6 
peroeat of the 51? pupils referred.
3 sought guidance from the assistant principal in regard to her 
problem which was a result of disagreements and insecurity in the home* 
fhe assistant principal referred the case to the visiting teacher for 
interview and. investigation* He introduced the child and left the office' 
while S told her story*
She began by explaining that they were Christians and did act
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believe in divorce, but things had reached a stage where something must 
be done. Bar father had been drinking, exposing M s  body in the presence 
of the family and in view of »ei$*bors, abusing the family with language, 
and striking them*. Her mother, on the other hand, spent most of her time 
in church activities, The- family was under threat of eviction for non­
payment of rent.
fhe visiting teacher listened to her story and then suggested that 
she would visit the home and talk the problem over with the mother if she 
so desired, fhe child.went home at lunch time and cam® back with the 
mother1s request for a visit at one o*clock.
fhe mother confirmed the story as related by the child and, in so 
doing, revealed two sides of the story*
fhe visiting teacher advised her that she would be able to secure 
help from agencies if she were willing to bring charges. So one else 
could prefer charges unless they had witnessed the trouble. She also ad­
vised consideration of the husband in his desire to have the mother spend 
more time at home, and further agreement in regard to religious experiences, 
fhe visiting teacher pledged her support in helping the child in her adjust­
ments In school*
Case fifteen represents aspect 2 and advice in regard to aspect 3# 
the use of resources.
Case sixteen, B, age thirteen, was referred for aggressive behavior, 
a reason given for 6*58 percent of the §17 referrals listed in Table II.
The boy had exhibited temper tantrums and resorted to fighting and 
destroying school property. The school personnel had sought the
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cooperation of the parents, hut had apparently failed to obtain satis* 
factory results, fhe boy m s  finally sent home to return with his father.
Instead of the father going with the boy, the mother went to school 
and displayed her temper in the presence of the child, fhe visiting 
teacher was called into the case for the purpose of meeting both parents at 
home to try to establish more desirable relations between home and school.
Some success was recognised as a result of the visit and inter* 
pret&tion as shown by the foot that the father went with the boy to school 
■and promised M e  cooperation in helping D to accept responsibility for his 
own adjustment.
Gase sixteen illustrates aspect 2, with emphasis upon interpreting 
school policies to the home, and working with the teacher in accepting the 
child with problems requiring understanding and guidance.
Case, seventeen. 8, a boy approaching sixteen years of age, was re­
ferred because of his desire to drop out of school* Drop-outs are listed 
in fable II as reasons for %IS percent of the total number referred.
B was referred to the rehabilitation center and was interviewed by 
a personnel, worker. In the meantime, B* o mental and emotional disturbance 
had been aggravated by the death of his father*
When B became sixteen, he was more determined to quit school. Kis 
mother called the visiting teaoher and asked for a conference in an. effort 
to keep B in school,
fhe visiting teaoher reviewed his record and experiences, and sought 
the advice of the principal in advising the mother and B, It was finally 
agreed that B would be better in some activity program or Job where he
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might recognito success, m &  also- make & contribution to the home* The 
t1siting teaoher then gave- reference to resources which might be helpful 
to S in finding employment*
1 soon found work and called the visiting teacher to express his 
gratitude for helping him in accomplishing his purpose*
B has since become dissatisfied with work and. has been loitering 
around and failing, to come home at night as the mother thinks he should*
The mother has recently been calling the visiting teaoher for help 
in making the boy conform to her wishes*
The visiting teacher referred her to the Child Care and Guidance 
Department of the local Welfare Department, with the interpretation that 
£ 'might be helped by the guidance of an understanding man who would be 
able to make further referral if essential to his adjustment*
Case sixteen illustrates aspects 2 and 5 the visiting teacher 
program*
Case eighteen* *F, a fifteen and one-half-years-old boy, referred for 
non-enrollment, is a representative of the 6*91 percent of the total number 
pupils referred*
4 was known to the visiting teaoher in previous years* H© had a 
pleasing personality and was gifted in artistic drawing* He was emotion­
ally unstable due to the influence of a home, broken by cruelty of the 
father*
4 had refused to enter school because his clothes were not as nice 
as clothes of other children in the school which he should enter* However, 
some friend had invited him to go to How York and had promised to buy a 
complete supply of clothing* The mother had given her consent for 4 to
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go, if ho would enter school when he returned*
The visiting teacher worked with the mother in planning for J's 
return to school. She interpreted his problem to the teachers concerned, 
and encouraged them to recognise the child by making use of his talent.
Case eighteen is another example of aspect 2, including interpre­
tation and planning with teachers for helping an individual
Case nineteen. 'Case nineteen includes two brothers referred for 
"'unsatisfactory achievement in sohool. Unsatisfactory achievement is 
representative' of 5*22 ‘percent of the total number of cases referred. I 
and A were in the primary department in a school where children were given 
work according to their abilities to recognise success* they had moved 
from another state where reading books were labeled with'the number repre­
senting the grade level, fhe parents war© disappointed when they learned 
that the boys were reading books on lower levelsj therefore, the mother 
called the school for further interpretation*
fhe visiting teacher examined records which the children brought 
from the other sohool, interviewed the classroom teachers, observed the 
children at work before .going to the home, and Interpreted the problem 
and the sohool program to the parents.
In the home, it was necessary to plead for relief of .pressure 
placed upon the boys, and encourage the parents to let the children have 
a chance to learn according to their individual abilities.
Case nineteen shows another illustration of aspect 2, helping
parents to recognize individual differences and understand the purpose of
the school in trying to meet individual needs..
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fhe activities described in this study represent work of the visits 
ing teacher in relation to the aspects selected for evaluation of the 
program* the relationship to the sohool program is.also shown In the data' 
given In describing the activity*
Activity one* fhe. Student' Cooperative Association is an activity 
program which is- a, part of the total school program. Since the organi­
zation Is a State and County-wide project of the elementary schools, 
members of the staff are expected to take turns as sponsors of the 
organization, fhe responsibility of sponsorship for 1950-51 was delegated 
to the visiting teachers* fhe investigator, having had previous experience 
with S. €• A* work, accepted responsibility for leadership in the work*
S* C. A. work include# planning which began.in the -staff meetings, 
where areas needing emphasis were discussed.
fhe second step included contacts with all schools in the Oouaty to 
secure information in regard to the organisation and objectives of each.
fhe third step included an executive meeting of officers, sponsors, 
and representatives from each school. At this meeting the investigator 
presented areas needing emphasis as observed by members of the staff, 
fhe areas of emphasis were not imposed upon the group, but merely 
suggested with provision of opportunity for the children, as leaders of 
the organization, to choose the areas most applicable to the local 
situation# Representatives of the various schools carried the suggest­
ions to their local sohool organizations for discussion#
At a second executive meeting, tentative plane for the year were 
•set up. fhe plane includei
1* Emphasis upon discussion and sharing experiences.
S. Intensive study of parliamentary procedures.
5* Contribution t© Welfare of Children at home and.abroad.
k* Baph&els upon Health and Safety Education and Practices.
5* Provision for recognition of the exceptional child - 
gifted - or excelling In achievement. {Humber 3 was recommend­
ed by a pupil.)
6* Emphasis upon the slogan., ^Citizenship through practice1*.
(Adopted at the first meeting upon recommendation of the Vice 
President, Michael Black.)
fhe visiting teacher1© work with S. 0. A. was a continuous process, 
fhe work included conferences, interviews, telephone calls, and letters 
not included in tables, the programs required planning and coordination 
of services of people in the community and the State Secretary of the 
Student Cooperative Association of Virginia*
Aspect 2 is included in work with children and school personnel.
The case refers to aspect 3 la relation to resource people involved in 
carrying out the year*a program.
two. Another activity in which the visiting teacher parti,
eipated was a survey of the visiting teacher department in Norfolk bounty for 
the purpose of preparing an. evaluative report which was presented at a meet­
ing of the supervisory staff on Friday, May 11, 1951* The visiting teacher 
department includes two full-time. visiting teachers and four part-time
6X
workers in four larger white schools# The visiting teaoher in colored 
schools responded to the survey with a statement of purposes and the number 
of oases with whom he worked# the State handbook for visiting teachers 
suggests items for evaluation listed as follows $
1. List main objectives for the year# Give evidence of 
progress or failure in aooomplishisent of each objective#
2# hist number and types of cases worked with and note 
outstanding achievements#
3* Give number of homes visited and evidence of improved 
relationship with parents*
li# hist number of teachers worked with and describe ways 
they have learned to work together#
5* hist agencies called on for help with children# services 
they have- rendered, and working relationships which have been 
established*
6m Give evidence of improved school# home# and community 
relationships*
7# lots improvement in ability of school staff members to 
secure and analyse pertinent- data on children.#
8# Cite evidence of changes made In the instructional 
program to meet the needs of children who have been referred*
9# Is there evidence of increased use of the school by all 
children of school age in the community through improved 
attendance f
10# Have you noted evidence of improvement in screening 
cases before referral?
11. Bo you feel that you have grown as a visiting teaoher 
in rendering service to children? low?
12# Peel free to add any suggestions or comments not 
mentioned in this list#
1$. tfhat are some next steps toward a more effective /is (11 ng
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teaoher program??
In response to the request of the Investigator the Horfolk County 
Visiting Teachers listed objectives which are set forth in the following 
lists
1# To do a better Job of helping children*
2# fo cooperate in, stimulating total faculty planning on the 
problem of pupils* (1) by assisting in the adjustment of the 
school to individual needs, (2) by assisting the learner to 
adjust himself to socially acceptable patterns effecting his 
development*
3* fo emphasise more preventive work and less remedial work.'
4. Attempt to interpret behaviorisms to both parent and 
teachers so that there would be a better understanding of 
children on the part of the home and the school*
5* fo help develop a better understanding of the visiting 
teacher by pupils, teachers, and parents*
6. Coordination of efforts of all persons and agencies 
concerned with the child*
?• fo have pupils and parents face their problems, real or 
imaginary, and seek to solve them in so far as possible*
8. To have pupils and parents recognize the close relation* 
ships between regular school attendance and success in school#
9* To help pupils to accept responsibility for their own 
attendance.
10* More effort to follow through with each referral*
11* An earnest effort to work for the welfare of each child 
referred regardless of pressures from home and sohool.
12* To study children referred in relation to the influences 
of home, school, and community on their total development.
T Commonwealth of Virginia State Board of Education, The Visiting
Teacher in Virginia*s Program of Education, Richmondi 1950* P* 38* w
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13* fo encourage more thorough screening of referrals.
ll*. fo become more skilled and understanding workers through
study and in-service training.
fhe visiting teachers, in their appraisal of progress or failure in 
accomplishment of each objective, commented as follows*
1* Favorable progress in helping children.'
2. Fair progress In planning program to meet pupils needs.
3. Fair progress in preventive work.
I*. Very good success in interpreting behaviorisms to parents
and teachers.
3. Pupils and parents look upon visiting teachers as a friend,
someone to holp. teachers have a better understanding of V# f. 
program and have worked more closely with her,
6. Coordination of efforts of all persons and ageneie's con­
cerned with child. Good
7. Pupils and parents face their problems * by accept lag 
responsibility * coming in for conference or ©ailing. Few try 
to ©soaps,
8. Pupils and parents recognise the close relationships be­
tween attendance and success, One school reports improved 
attendance and successful work with chronic cases of absenteeism.
9. To help pupils accept responsibility for their own attend- 
ance. Fair
10. More effort to follow through on referrals. Fair
11. An earnest effort to work for the welfare of each child 
regardless of pressures from home and school. Good
12. To study children in relation to environment. Very good
13. To encourage more screening of referrals - home visiting 
by teachers. Very good in most schools - few exceptions.
Teachers have done a good job of homo visiting and calling 
parents and pupils.
lit. Visiting teacher© and workers have boon taking extension 
courses' in Guidance, Mental Hygiene, and Medical information.
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fhe Norfolk County group of visit!tag teachers have partici­
pated in five Regional Visiting Teacher Meetings - studying 
problems, policies, and services which arc pertinent to the 
visiting teaoher program*
Visiting teachers and workers In the field listed these outstanding 
achievements t
1* Assisted in getting adjusted school program for $2 
children*
2. Recommended and secured foster home placement for 
10 children*
3* Secured services of probation officer or social worker 
for 21* cases*
I*. Partly clothed or secured dental and clinical fees for 
1*0 children*
3* Have had children reporting to visiting teacher regu­
larly on an individual basis - 19 cases.
6. Arranged conferences with-parents and sohool personnel 
in effort to understand behavior of children in 15 oases#
7* Secured services of nurse, psychologist, and supervisors 
in 37 oases needing special attention*
8# Arranged pupil-teacher conferences for understanding of 
problems in 6 cases*
9* Worked with South Norfolk Visiting Teacher on problems 
of children who are in schools annexed from, the county by 
South Norfolk.
According to this report, 1,197 homes were visited by all visiting 
teachers in the white sohools of the county*
Visiting teachers noted the evidences of improved relationships 
with parents listed belowi
1. Telephone calls from parents who make comments, ask 
for opinions etc. - daily occurrence.
2. Notes from parents giving explanations relative to 
children’s behavior and personal requests to visit the home*
m%  Better understanding on part of parents of school's 
desire to work with parents for the welfare of children*
I4# More regular attendance, better understanding of 
individual needs and more cooperation*
5* Parents expressing appreciation for interest shown*
fhe visiting teachers stated that they had worked with 539 class- 
room teachers* In response to the request to list ways they have learned 
to work together the group reported the followings
1, Many evidences of better understanding on the part 
of teachers* Most of them try to. follow through in their 
working relationship® with, the child and the home* there 
is still room for improvement in this aspect*
2. Teacher* appear to have a better understanding of the 
work of the visiting teacher*
3* teachers have worked together in faculty and child 
study groups and guidance courses*
4* Home-rooa and classroom teachers coordinate their 
efforts where the same pupils concern them*
5* Visiting teacher has been able to visit homes with 
classroom teachers in many cases, this type visitation has 
helped teachers to become more secure in their relations 
with parents and has caused improvement in understanding of 
problems. Some teachers have changed their attitude toward 
children and worked harder to help the individual after 
having visited the home with the visiting teacher.
fhe list of agencies called on for help is comparable to the report 
in fable IV of this study as it refers to use of resourcesj therefore# the 
list is not added to this report.
Evidences of inf roved sohool, home, -and community relations were 
listed as follows *
1* larger P. ?. A. and ehild study attendance.
2* Parents voted for bond issue, (for new school buildings)
3* Better understanding on part of teachers and parents
as to needs in growth and development* (I) aero home visitation#
(2) more parents coming into sohool for conferences, (?) parents 
receiving visitors in friendly attitude*
4* More interest shown in children with difficulties*
5* Civic clubs continue with projects that are helpful 
to children*
As evidence of improvement in ability of teachers to secure and 
analyse pertinent data on children, the group made the following statements *
I* Britten records are filed in pupil's permanent record*
2# Wider use of cumulative and anecdotal records*
3* More standardised tests given and used*
4* improved considerably in those schools where there is 
a trained guidance person# (high schools)
5* The visiting teacher referral cards include more per­
tinent data*
6* Mere marked improvement in elementary schools than in 
junior and senior high schools*
The visiting teachers and workers were asked to give evidences of 
changes made in the instructional program to meet needs of the children who 
had been referred to them* Statements from workers are quoted below*
1* I do not feel that we have accomplished as much this 
year as usual. Bowever# most teachers have attempted to make 
their program flexible enough to meet needs of all students*
2* More special training given both in class and out#
Schedules arranged to meet individual, needs*
3* In two classes children have been transferred to classes 
in which remedial work was being carried on* four girls were 
transferred from General' Science to Home Economics*
4* Changes in individual pupils1 courses .made when need so 
indicated*
The survey showed further that of the 646 cases referred to the two
mfull-tlm  visiting teachers, 1 #  pupils had need of some special con* 
sideration in the classroom. Thirty-two of this number definitely received 
the kind of consideration suggested by the visiting teacher* fhe others 
had slight consideration or none at all* Some teachers promised to follow 
as best they could, but it was difficult for them to give the individual 
attention necessary because of large groups in the classroom*
Two comments were given in response to the request for evidence of 
Improved relationships between teachers and children in the classroom, fhe 
comments include the followingt
1* A definite improvement is here evidenced by a great 
reduction in the number of discipline problems handled in 
the principal's 'office.
2* Of the 169 who needed some kind of adjusted classroom 
situation, 105 have shorn improved relationships in the class* 
rooms, according to reports from teachers.
In response to the request for evidence of improved attendance, one 
worker reported no Improvement, two workers reported without giving support­
ing evidence, and one gave a comparison of attendance for two years as 
follows i "The 19J-i9-S® average attendance for the year through April is 
93*73 percent* fhe 1950-51 average attendance for the year through April 
is 94#45 percent.”
One visiting teacher stated regarding improvement of attendance?
At present this is difficult to establish. While some 
cases show improvement, ©there are still showing periods 
of regression in this respect. Influenza, chronic colds, 
sore throat etc. have cut attendance considerably this 
year, especially since February*
Reports from workers in the field in regard to evidence of screen­
ing cases before referring to the visiting teaoher include the following 
statements?
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1* The teachers # * '# hair© visited homes first and 
studied records of children before referring them * » .
Some visits on the part of teachers have helped to cut 
the number of referrals to the visiting teacher*
2. Referrals are not as petty or insignificant in 
nature* fhe case has usually been worked on before it 
is referred# X have also noted that absences' have not
been allowed to accumulate before being referred*
two other workers gave positive' answers in regard to improvement 
In screening oases before referral*
fhe two full-time visiting teachers agreed that they recognised 
need for improvement in screening; In a am schools* they also 'expressed 
feelings of need for earlier recognition of symptoms which might prevent 
more difficult problems if referral Is made before the problem has reached 
an acute stage*
In answer to the question, wDo you feel that you have grown as a
visiting teacher in rendering services to children! Hewfw, the following
answers were given.
1* Yes, and also as a teacher*
2» Yes, learning how to help the pupil find what type of 
problem is causing his absence and then helping him to find 
possible solution#
3* Yes* better understanding of individual needs. Setter 
understanding of ways to meet them.
k* Yes, better able to analyse situations by piecing all 
fragmentary information into the total picture* Improved in 
approach and interview through constant practice* Better 
knowledge of individual personalities.
Suggestions for next steps as brought out in the survey are*
1* More preventive work - even with pro-school ago 
children*
2. Better follow through * fewer oases to serve.
m3* Visiting teacher needs to spend more time in each 
'school#
k» More emphasis upon referral before the problem reaches 
an acute stage*
%  Better interpretation of the constructive use of 
authority.
6* More study of causes underlying the reasons given for 
referral.
7* Recognition of the visiting teacher as an educator as 
well as a social worker*
The suggestions for next steps will be used as a contribution from 
visiting teachers when lorfolk County principals and staff members hold 
their planning conference during the week of August 2Q+2U* 1951*
The activity in relation to evaluation applies to aspect 1, with 
implications for planning for another year's work. The data relate/^  to 
aspect 2 in the visiting teacher's work with school personnel, children, 
parents, and community. The activity may also be applied to aspect k 
in regard to professional growth through evaluation*
Activity three* Activity three is added to this study to give data 
in relation to aspect 1*, the professional growth of visiting teachers 
through in-service training. The activity includes reading of books from 
lorfolk County Teaching Materials Center and other libraries in the county* 
The books were chosen in relation to personally felt needs for information 
and growth in under standing and improvement in ways of working with people.
Another phase of this activity which represents professional growth 
through ia-servioe training is in the fact that the investigator took a 
course in Medical Information which is important to the understanding of 
problems encountered in the process of work, as included in aspect 2.
CHAPTER If
APPLYING CRITERIA TO THE VISITING TEACHER PROGRAM 
U  RELATION TO ASPECTS DESCRIBED IN 
PREVIOUS CHAPTERS
Criterion !,♦ The visiting teacher program should include partici­
pation in planning and evaluating the total school program by contributing 
in areas peculiar to its work. Planning should include (1) purposes or 
objectives, {2} analysis of problems, and (3) deciding upon areas of 
emphasis for study. Criterion I applies to aspect 1, the visiting teacher's 
part la the over-all planning and evaluation of the total school program*
Application of the Criterion. The visiting teacher participated 
in the over-all planning and evaluating the total school program by;
1* Attending staff meetings as shown in Table fill, page 37* and 
participating in the discussion of problems in relation to the total school 
program.
2* Accepting responsibility for leadership in the Norfolk County 
Student Cooperative Association and participating in planning of purposes, 
areas of emphasis, and activities for the year, as described in activity 1, 
page 39.
3. Attending principals' meetings and participating in planning 
the total school program when need for such participation occurred;
(Data m y  be found in Table VIII, page 37)
It* Attending the pre-school conference for planning the program, 
and participating in the discussion of problems of areas of emphasis, as 
shown in Table Vill, page 37*
n%  Attending faculty meetings during the pro-school planning 
oeaferenee as they met in the Individual schools, and making plans for the 
use of visiting teacher services as well as interpreting the program to 
new members of the faculty, fable fill, page 37*
6* Making a survey of the visiting teachers and workers in the 
county and reporting the results of the survey at a meeting of the super* 
visory staff, activity 2, page 60*
7* Attending and participating in the evaluation conference by,
(1) talking on 11 Meeting the Emotional feeds of Children,*1 and (2) serving 
as a consultant in the discussion of problems*
Criterion II* The visiting teacher program should provide to 
children personnel services which are concerned with prevention as well 
as correction of problems.* Criterion II applies to aspect 2, including 
the visiting teacher1 s services to the child, home, school, and community*
Application of the Criterion* The visiting teacher has been en­
gaged in work with cases involving the us# of both preventive and 
adjust!v© measures* Application of data given in tables, case histories 
and activities is made in the following maimeri
1* Case one, page 39# represents corrective or adjustive measures 
employed by the visiting teacher in trying to help tho child adjust to 
school situations* Preventive measures were used in referring the Child 
to agencies providing clinical treatment and camp experiences*
2. Case one, page 39, and case seven, page 1*8, represent changes 
in home, school, and community situations as adjustive or corrective
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measures In dealing with children. Changes m y  be interpreted as a means 
of preventing deeper problems of delinquency,
3* Case three, page 42, and other cases on the following.pages 
represent the use of adjustive measures in relation to aspect 2, services 
to child, parents, and school.
4* Case four, page 44# represents work with a child in effort to 
correct a habit and guide the individual toward self adjustment. This 
case illustrates aspect 2, the visiting teacher*s services to child and 
school,
5* Case five, page k5» represent® services to child, home, and 
school in effort to help the child 'make satisfactory adjustment to home 
and school situations,
6, Case six, page 47# shows the visiting teacher1® services to 
child and school in planning for adjustment and progress in achievement. 
Other cases illustrating aspect 2 in application of the Criterion may be 
found on pages 48-5b of this study,
7, Table 11, page 20, shows types-of referrals indicating problems 
which are acute and in need of adjustment,
8, Table XV, page 28, indicates use of resources In working with 
children and others included in aspect 2.
Criterion 1X1, The visiting teacher program should recognise the 
value of fostering desirable relations between home, school, and com­
munity by*
1, Interpreting the school program and problems to home and 
community.
nZ* Interpreting to tho school ©Vocational farces and influences
of the hem© and community* Criterion III applies to aspect 2 (Be© page 9)
and to aspect 3* the visiting teacher*© use of community resources.
Application of the Criterion, the visiting, teacher contributes to- 
desirable home, school* and community relations by?
1* lnt@rpret.ing the school program and problems to home and 
community as shown in cases 13# 14* 13# IB and 19* on pages 52*58*
2. Interpreting to the school educative forces and influences in
the home- and community, as shown in cases I, 2, 9* H  and If, pages 39-56.
3. Dealing with referrals made by school, family, community 
agencies and interested persons at shown in fable I, page 19*
4. Interpreting problems to school, home, and community; also
interpreting influences and forces to persons concerned, as illustrated 
in cases given on pages 39-56*
5. Attending and participating in community meetings as shorn' in 
fable IV, page 28.
Criterion IV* The visiting teacher program should render services 
to school personnel by contributing factual information and planning and 
working together for the best all-round adjustment of children by?
1* Recommending changes in curriculum*
2. Recommending changes in classroom situations.
3* Referring to personnel and agencies for help. Oriterion IV 
applies to aspects 2 and 3*
Application of the Criterion* The visiting teacher contributed
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factual information and found and interpreted underlying causes by*
1# Interviewing and conferring with children, parents, school 
personnel and others, as shown in fable 111, page 2U, and illustrated by 
cases, pages 39-5®*
2# Providing factual information required in the use of resources, 
as shown in fable I?, page 28 5 also illustrated by cases, pages 39~58.
3# Contributing to desirable changes in home, school, and com­
munity situations, as shown in fable VI, page 35* and illustrated in cases 
2, 7 and 8, on pages 4Uii8"»49«
• 4* Holding conferences, visiting homes and schools, and parti­
cipating in activities in the community, as indicated in fable VII, page 35* 
and illustrated by cases and activities described in Chapter Three*
5* Working and planning with school personnel, as illustrated in 
cases, pages 39**58, and Table VII, page 35*
Criterion f* The visiting teacher program should include effective 
use of facilities of the community and coordinate the efforts of agencies 
concerned with education and welfare of children* Criterion ? applies to 
aspects 2 and %
Application of the Criterion* The visiting teacher made effective
use of facilities of the community and coordinated the efforts of agencies
concerned with helping children by*
1* Making use of resources, as shown in Table IV, page 28, and
illustrated in cases 1, 2, 8, 9 and 10, pages 39, 4l, iB» 50-
#
2. Referring children to clinics, other school services, agencies 
for guidance and home placement, and providing material assistance, as
15
indicated in To bio V, page 31, and Illustrated in o&aes 1* 2, 9, 10 and 
11, on pages 39, 14, 50, 51.
Criterion VI. The program should provide opportunities for pro­
fessional growth of staff, members while in service. Criterion VI applies 
to aspect k*
Application of the Criterion., Staff members have engaged in pro­
fessional growth activities by*
1. Participating in Regional Visiting Teacher Group Conferences, 
as shown in Table VXII, page 37*
2* Attending meetings and participating In planning the total school 
program as shown in Table VIII, page 37, and described in Activity one, 
page 59.
3* Attending conferences and participating in the evaluation of 
the program as shown in Table VIII, page 37# and described in Activity 
two, page 60.
k* Attending the Virginia Education Association Regional and 
State Conferences.
5* Participating in community programs as shown in Table VIII, 
page 37*
6. Reading professional books as indicated in Activity three, 
page 69*
7* Taking an extension course in "Medical Information" as described 
in Activity three, page 69*
An appraisal of any program requires intensive study and review of 
activities, services, and outcomes as they relate to the purposes of the
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program* Is application of tho Criteria to the program described in 
previous chapters, the investigator is able to recognise both success and 
failure in aocompliahmoni ©f purposes,, as well as strengths and weaknesses 
in carrying on work in relation to the total school program#
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Os the basis of tho foregoing data, the following conclusions m y
be draws regarding the visiting teacher program under study is Norfolk 
County.
the areas of the program which appear more nearly to moot the criteria 
include the following i
1« tegular attendance at mooting* and conferences indicated par* 
tieipetlen is planning the total school program*
2. Participation Is planning the purposes, areas of emphasis, ash 
activities of the Horfolk County Student Gooperatlve Association Indicated 
planning Is an area affecting the total school program*
3* Regular attendance gave evidence of active participation is the 
county-wide evaluation eenferenee*
k# As evaluation study ash report as the visiting teacher program 
is Serfoik County Schools enabled the visiting teacher to evaluate her own 
activities is comparison with ether workers and visiting teacher* a is the 
field*
%  Emphasis was placed upon tho adjustments of children through 
conferences and laterviews with the child, parents, school personnel, and 
by tho use of resources*
6. Some visitation enabled the visiting teacher to understand
problems and influences causing maladjustments of children* and provided 
factual information which was essential to effective planning for the
JB
adjustment of such problems*
7* Cooperation with school personnel* including nurse and 
psychologist# strengthened tho visiting teacher* s understanding of 
problems as well as her services to children# parents# and community.
8. f^orking with other visiting teachers# reading professional 
books# participating in study groups# attending and participating in pro** 
fessional meetings# and evaluating the visiting teacher program, contributed 
to the professional growth through in**service training.
In light of the oriteri&yareas of tho program which appear to need 
improvement include tho following!
1. The data indicated lack of active participation of the- over*all 
planning of the school program to meet the needs of individuals *
2* Analysis of the case load indicated more attention to correction 
than to prevention of problems*
3* Insufficient screening by personnel in some schools before re­
ferring cases to tho visiting teacher resulted in waste of time and energy 
which might have been, used profitably with children needing special help.
I*. Referrals in many instances were not made until problems had 
become so acute that little could be dose toward effecting satisfactory 
adjustment*
5* By comparison with other visiting teacher programs* the in­
vestigator recognised weaknesses of personnel in tho program under study 
in participating in community activities*
6. The investigator recognised weakness in maintaining desirable 
relationships between home and school in the one case referred to court*
n7* the visiting teacher failed to coordinate the efforts of the 
supervisors in working with eases needing change in curriculum and class** 
room situations*
8# the experience of the investigator indicated that insufficient 
time was scheduled for keeping adequate records*.
9* the case load was to© heavy for adequate follow-up of many of 
the more difficult problems.
II* ,. mmummmtom
The following recommendations are based upon the needs recognised 
through study of the programs
1* the visiting teacher program should include more active parti** 
oipation in planning school activities designed to meet the needs of 
individuals as well as groups of children*
2. The program should place greater emphasis upon prevention of 
problems by giving increased attention to physical, mental, and ©motional 
need® of children*
3* The program should, include more active participation by the 
visiting teacher in community activities*
k* Mor© emphasis should be placed upon the education of parents in 
regard to their responsibility to children*
5* School personnel should be sensitive to early symptom® of 
behavior which needs attention, and should make referral® before the 
problems become acute.
6. Case® should be properly screened by school personnel before 
referral to the visiting teacher.
BO
7* There should ho bettor understanding of the construct lire use 
of authority by school personnel and people in, tho community*
8. Visiting teachers should emphasise the study of' causes of 
behavior problems*
9. the visiting teacher should haw specified time in her weekly 
program for keeping records*
10* Thero should be greater emphasis «pen human relations in the 
total school program*
11*. .Further study should be made in regard to the seeds of ex* 
ceptlocal children in each local school division.
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